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1. What is the plan for landscaping in Encore? 
In our 2021 Open Space assessment, the Landscaping Committee was asked by the Board to wait on 
assessing Encore until our 2022 cycle. This spring, our committee, Board liaisons, and FSR Executive 
Director held a meeting and several email exchanges with a group of Encore neighbors.  We have 
now identified a number of areas in Encore Phase 1 that we will review starting this summer.  
Encore 1 is mostly turned over by Newland as being under BCCA control.  We have already added 
this to our 2022 Assessments.  Encore 2 has not been turned over to BCCA yet.  There are a number 
of maintenance issues in Encore Phase 1 that we understand are being addressed by FSR.  These 
include some badly eroded berms.  FSR reports that one has been fixed.  FSR is awaiting proposals 
for grasses and seeding for two other areas: the half-circle, and an area near the former model 
parking lot.   

2. I have heard that the Encore common areas were not included in the 
budget, is this correct?  If so, why is this the case?   
We prepare the budget in July and August each year.  Encore was not turned over to BCCA at that 
time last year.  However, BCCA has begun supporting some landscaping needs and the Landscaping 
Committee plans to include seedling plantings and other work in Encore open space areas this year.  
We are aware that some trees have died in Encore.  FSR has approved replacing them.  This will be 
done in the fall. 

3. Do you have plans to revegetate the area on Old Piedmont Circle 
where the sewer installation cleared trees and vegetation, and 
nothing has been done to develop a natural environment? 
North of the pipeline (south of the bike trails), hundreds of seedlings were planted in March. We will 
look at planting some trees in the area south of the pipeline this fall.  Final plans are not set.   

4. Please discuss the updates on OPC landscaping, the wooded lots side. 
The Landscaping Committee, Board liaisons, and FSR Executive Director met with several Old 
Piedmont Circle neighbors this spring.  We discussed our options for revegetating the area affected 
by the installation of the ONSWC pipeline.  Seedlings have been planted.  We considered but 
decided not to ask the bike trails (TORC) group to move their trail.  We will plan for some trees to be 
planted south of the pipeline this fall.  
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5. For community property that is low priority and adjacent to 
homeowner lots, will the HOA board consider parceling and selling 
these lots to interested homeowners?   
Unfortunately, residents cannot buy land that has been platted for other uses, such as an access 
area for a retention pond.  

6. We live next to the Utility Easement on Middleton Place and want to 
landscape our yard in conjunction with development of the utility 
easement.  This space has also been used as a construction dump, so 
we’d like to know who is in charge of developing this space. 
Thank you for passing along this information.  We are checking with FSR to determine if this area has 
been handed over to BCCA for maintenance.  When we receive our next allotment of 100 trees, we 
will keep this area in mind for planting.  If you find other areas in the community that need 
attention, please log into BriarChapelLife.com and go to Resident Services to submit a maintenance 
request.  For your yard, we suggest that you don’t wait any longer to develop your space.   

7. Can you confirm that Open Space # 23 in the Appendix to the Open 
Space Management Plan includes areas on both sides of Cliffdale 
Road and not just the one side illustrated on p. 20?  The map in the 
Plan was prior to the construction of 379 Cliffdale Rd, which left an 
open space beside of it that logically should be part of Space 23.  It is 
in very poor condition. 
We are aware of the south side of Cliffdale (next to 379 Cliffdale).  We considered this an easement 
next to the road with grass that should be mowed according to the proper schedule. We have added 
this to our map as Open Space # 69 for reference.  
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8. Can you speak to the maintenance of the common area that exists 
behind the lots extending from 379 Cliffdale Rd to 505 Cliffdale Rd?  
Only a very narrow (less than 10’) portion is mowed (infrequently), 
leaving a very unkempt area adjacent to the nicely landscaped 
backyards along this corridor.  
Behind the homes on Cliffdale (370-505) is unmanaged open space, and it should be mowed 4 times 
a year in a 6-foot strip.  The mowing schedule is April, June, August, and November.  We will ask if at 
least a 12-foot strip can be mowed behind these homes 4 times a year. 

9. Did I see somebody fixing the mosaic rock or spending time chipping 
the broken mosaic pieces off the rock?  If it’s the latter, why didn’t we 
just have one of the big trucks haul the rock away?  
FSR reports that this mosaic rock is slated to be restored and is likely what you saw underway.  

10. I hope you will address the desperate erosion situation between 
Encore and the next neighborhood. This paved path also leads to 
Constellation Hill. It is one of the most traveled paths in all of Briar 
Chapel. It is not just visually upsetting; it is contributing to silt runoff 
as this goes under the brush and into the stream below leading 
towards wetlands etc. This needs urgent remediation.  
This area is noted on our Erosion map, and we are working with FSR and Myatt to understand a 
timeline to getting erosion addressed (for example, with green mulch). 

11. I have a question regarding the trees that are planted on our streets 
and alleys. It seems that many folks are not familiar with proper 
pruning so what could grow to be a lovely tree is now becoming 
shrub like. Is it possible to notify landscaping companies to offer 
pruning services?  It will only take a few short seasons and these trees 
will overcome yards and walkers with branches. 
Our landscaper, Myatt, is supposed to maintain and trim trees as appropriate.  Neighbors should not 
prune trees that are located on HOA common property, such as along alleys.  If neighbors notice 
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that a tree needs pruning, please visit BriarChapelLife.com and go to Resident Services to submit a 
maintenance request. 

12. Please advise on the plans for improvements to the park on Pulaski 
Trail. 
This park is being reviewed and graded by the Landscaping Committee and will be prioritized for 
improvement based on the state of all the open spaces.  We are trying to address the worst open 
spaces first. 

13. The areas on either side of the path to Constellation Park look 
terrible, are full of gravel and are eroding because of lack of good 
grass.  An additional concern is that less of the grass on the path to 
Constellation Park is being maintained even though you put out 
wonderful trees in that area. Also, there is no ramp to get up on the 
paved path to constellation park from either end.  
Encore space is being turned over to BCCA this year and is on our radar to assess.  We have added 
this to our map and plan to review, take photos, grade, and propose improvements to the Board. 
Our assessment should be completed in the next 2 months. This space is #64 on our map for 
reference.  Regarding the suggestion for a ramp, please visit BriarChapelLife.com and go to Resident 
Services to submit a maintenance request. 

14. In early January, five trees were taken down across from 366 Tyner 
Loop Circle along Great Ridge Parkway on the side of the basketball 
court. Nothing has been planted to replace the lost trees and shade 
canopy. When will these trees will be replaced?  
We have added these trees to be replaced with our next allotment of 100 trees for January 2022.  
The temperature is too hot right now to plant trees.  We will recommend native trees for planting. 

15. Can you give an example of the enhancements you’ve made? 
Trees are usually first.  We assess the need for trees in Open Spaces once a year.  More than 100 
trees are planted, usually in the fall or winter.  Other enhancements include shrubs, grasses, and 
perennials.  The type of enhancements depends on the conditions (sun vs. shade) and the terrain 
(slope vs. flat).  We have directed only native plants to be installed going forward.  
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16. What is the plan to do a landscaping assessment of Encore? 
Encore is on our radar to assess.  We have added the space to our map and plan to review, take 
photos, grade, and propose improvements to the Board.  Our assessment should be completed in 
the next two months.  We will propose improvements to the poor open spaces as well. 

17. Do we get to inspect open space before "accepting" it from Newland?  
If areas they want to turn over to us have construction debris, 
Newland should remove it before they turn it over.   
The simple answer to this question is no.  We have very little leverage with Newland, especially 
when it comes to spending their money.  

18. The 461 Boone Street easement needs weeding, seeding, mowing, 
landscaping etc.  Is it in your schedule and when will this take place? 
We have added this Open Space #68 to our map. This will be assessed and rated (most likely a D or 
F).  The proposal is to rake out of the rocks, aeration, seed, and coverage.  Neighbors have agreed to 
water.  A lined gravel trail, some benches and trees would also be nice.  In addition, the back of this 
space bumps up to more open space that connects to another open space in Encore.  We also 
suggest trees be planted here and mulch to control the erosion. We will make these 
recommendations. 

19. The lot between Saussy Burbank lots 2134 and 2135 and adjacent to 
630 Great Ridge Parkway has been seeded but it is patchy and has a 
lot of exposed dirt. Has this space been turned over to BCCA? If so, 
when would it be eligible for additional landscaping? 
This lot is still under Newland's control.  The Landscaping Committee will assess it for development 
once it is under BCCA control. 

20. What are the plans for landscaping the open spaces on Middleton 
Drive?  What are the plans for removing dead trees and replanting 
the berm behind houses on Middleton Place? 
We are unsure of the berm this question is regarding.  To our knowledge all open spaces in Encore 
are landscaped.  Please visit BriarChapelLife.com and go to Resident Services to submit a 
maintenance request with more details about the location in question. 
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21. Please advise what can be done to stabilize the berm that runs 
between the homes on Coventry and Pulaski Trail.  Each time it rains 
the berm mudslides are getting worse. Also, there are some cave-ins 
that have been covered with pine straw but are continuing to worsen.  
FSR is aware of this berm and is reviewing what action can be done.  Please reach out to Laura 
Goguet for further information on timelines as to when improvements will be put into place. 
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